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Abstract—Delta abstractions are introduced as a mechanism for managing database states during the execution of active database

rules. Delta abstractions build upon the use of object deltas, capturing changes to individual objects through a system-supported,

collapsible type structure. The object delta structure is implemented using object-oriented concepts such as encapsulation and

inheritance so that all database objects inherit the ability to transparently create and manage delta values. Delta abstractions provide

an additional layer to the database programmer for organizing object deltas according to different language components that induce

database changes, such as methods and active rules. As with object deltas, delta abstractions are transparently created and

maintained by the active database system. We define different types of delta abstractions as views of object deltas and illustrate how

the services of delta abstractions can be used to inspect the state of active rule execution. An active rule analysis and debugging tool

has been implemented to demonstrate the use of object deltas and delta abstractions for dynamic analysis of active rules at runtime.

Index Terms—Active database systems, object deltas, rule analysis and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ONE of the most difficult aspects of active database
technology is the process of monitoring the execution

of active database rules [10], [43]. Several different
techniques have been developed to assist in analyzing
active rules. Some techniques provide solutions for static
analysis of rules prior to execution [2], [4], [5], [24], [41],
[39]. Other techniques provide environments for observing
the execution of active rules at run time [13], [3], [11], [10].
The problem with runtime rule analysis tools, however, is
that they are built as a layer on top of existing database
management technology, only allowing users to view
execution information after the execution of a rule trigger-
ing sequence. Furthermore, the runtime details that can be
viewed are limited to the capabilites of the underlying
system. More effective tools for examining the execution of
active rules can be developed if functionality for managing
and examining evolving database states is included as an
integral component of active database architectures.

This paper presents an approach known as delta abstrac-
tions for the management of evolving database states in an
object-oriented database. Delta abstractions were specifi-
cally developed as an architectural component of an active

database runtime environment. As a built-in architectural
feature, delta abstractions support a more dynamic and fine-
grained approach to the examination of database values
during the execution of active rules. We have implemented a
runtime rule analysis and debugging tool on top of delta
abstractions, allowing users to step through the execution of
a rule triggering sequence, examining data values during
the execution process, rolling back to previous states,
changing rule triggering sequences, and comparing the
results of different execution sequences. These capabilities
allow the developers of active applications to more closely
examine rule execution behavior, especially for properties
such as confluence where different rule execution orders are
expected to return deterministic results. Although our
results are applicable to object-oriented database systems,
in general, our research is presented in the context of the
ADOOD (Active, Deductive, Object-Oriented Database)
Ranch Project [14], where the focus of the project is on the
development of an environment for the testing, analysis,
and debugging of active database rules. The language of the
ADOOD Ranch project is CDOL (Comprehensive Declara-
tive Object Language) [38]. CDOL provides a declarative,
rule-based language with sublanguages for the expression
of derived data, constraints, updates, and active rules.

Delta abstractions extend and build upon our work with
object deltas as originally defined in [35]. Similar to work
with deltas in relational systems [34], [19], [42], [6], object
deltas provide a means for capturing a history of the
changes that occur to objects as a result of database updates.
Object deltas are implemented as an extension to database
objects through the use of object-oriented concepts such as
inheritance, encapsulation, and abstraction. All database
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objects inherit the ability to create and manage deltas from

the database’s CDOLObject base class. In this framework,

objects are responsible for creating and managing their own

deltas as user transactions modify the state of the database

objects. Delta objects can also be queried and treated by the

system as first-class objects. Whereas the work in [35]

designed the structure of object deltas, this work has refined

the behavioral aspects associated with the use and manip-

ulation of object deltas.
Delta abstractions are unique in that they provide a view

of the object deltas that are associated with the language

components from which they were generated. For example,

in CDOL, delta abstractions exist for objects, properties,

update rules, active rules, methods, and transactions. We

refer to these different types of abstractions as granularities.

Active database programmers can examine the execution of

active rules at different levels of granularity, displaying the

database state before and after the execution of different

language components and performing rollback and replay

of rule execution sequences. As an integral, architectural

component of the active database system, delta abstractions

therefore provide an interactive state management facility,

supporting runtime analysis and debugging tools that allow

users to examine the state of the database during the

execution of active rules.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

Section 2 provides an overview of the design of the object

delta structure [35] and introduces the structural and

behavioral definition of object deltas. Section 3 motivates

the concept of delta abstractions and presents the different

types of delta abstractions that exist for CDOL. Section 4

discusses the different services and operations that delta

abstractions provide to system components and tools

through the use of a specific example for the detection of

nonconfluent rule behavior. Section 5 surveys related work

on deltas and compares and contrasts our method to other

solutions. Finally, Section 6 presents a summary and

discusses future work.

2 OBJECT DELTAS

To present the concept of delta abstractions, it is first
necessary to explain the basic object delta structure and the
rationale for the use of object deltas as originally presented
in [35]. We begin with an overview of the CDOL language.
An example application in CDOL is also presented. This
application will be used throughout the rest of the paper to
illustrate the features of object deltas and delta abstractions.

2.1 Overview of CDOL

CDOL is a declarative, object-based rule language provid-
ing sublanguages for the expression of derived data,
constraints, updates, and active rules [38]. The formal
definition of the language appears in [21], [22] and is based
on the definitions of O2 [25] and IQL [1]. Metadata
components and language evaluation issues for CDOL can
be found in [7], [31], [32].

To illustrate the features of CDOL that are relevant to the
research presented in this paper, the Horse Racing Database
(HRDB) application is shown in Fig. 1 [38]. In this diagram,
classes are represented by ovals, subclass relationships by
bold arrows, object relationships by thin arrows (double
arrowhead for set-valued relationships), and attributes by
arrows to rectangles of text. The persons class is decomposed
into the h_owners, the h_trainers, and the jockeys subclasses,
representing those individuals who own horses, those
individuals who train horses, and those individuals who
ride horses in races, respectively. The hots class is a subclass
that inherits from h_owners and h_trainers, representing horse
owners who are also horse trainers. The remainder of the
diagram is self-explanatory, describing information about
the participation of horses and jockeys in scheduled races.

CDOL has adopted the object definition language of
ODMG (Object Data Management Group) [9], adding
extensions for the specification of derived attributes and
virtual classes. As in the ODMG standard, a CDOL class has
properties that are divided into attributes and relationships.
A class may also have extents and keys. As an example,
Fig. 2 presents the CDOL definition of the horses class,
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having an extent with the same name. The horses class has
four attributes defining the name, type, sex, and price of a
horse, where name and type form a composite key for the
class. The horses class also specifies several relationships. In
particular, the sire and dam relationships are recursive
relationships with the horses class, defining the father and
mother of a horse, respectively. The horses class also defines
two methods, transfer and assign_trainer, for transferring
ownership of a horse and assigning a trainer to a horse,
respectively.

The horses class in Fig. 2 illustrates the definition of four
derived attributes. The values of such attributes are not
directly stored in the database, but are derived when the
attributes are referenced within a query language expres-
sion. The keyword “virtual” is used to indicate that an
attribute value is derived, where the derived value is
produced using the rule-based query language of CDOL.
Fig. 3 specifically presents the passive (i.e., deductive) rule
trainer_salary_rule that computes a value for the salary_of_-
trainer derived attribute from Fig. 2. The rule-based query
language is also used in the definition of virtual classes.
Fig. 4, for example, presents the thoroughbreds virtual class
that is derived from the horses class. Other features of the
query language include negation and aggregation opera-
tions as well as universal and existential quantifiers.

The update rule language of CDOL is an augmentation
of the rule-based query language, where the rule body
specifies the object(s) to be updated and the rule head
specifies the update operation. CDOL enforces information
hiding by only allowing updates through methods. A
CDOL method is a sequence of update rules that together
achieve a specific task against an object. Fig. 5 presents an
example of a method. In this method, a new trainer is
assigned to a horse object. The method has an input

parameter for the new trainer of the horse. The body of the

method is composed of three update rules. The first update

rule deletes the current trainer of the horse, while the last

two rules establish the new relationship between the horse

and its trainer.
Similar to methods, CDOL transactions are also se-

quences of update rules. Transactions are general purpose

functions and procedures that are not associated with a

particular class. Note that CDOL also supports side-effect

free auxiliary functions that can be written in C or C++.

Fig. 6 presents a transaction that updates the price of a

horse. The horse is updated by calling the system-generated

update_price method. CDOL associates several system-

generated methods with every property of a CDOL class.

Section 2.3 provides further details about the design and

implementation of these system-generated methods.
CDOL provides reactive behavior through the use of

active rules. Events correspond to method and transaction

invocations that can be qualified with before and after

directives to specify the timing of the invocation. A before

directive indicates that the rule should be processed before

the execution of the event. An after directive indicates that

the condition of the rule is evaluated after the completion of

the event. Conditions are queries against the database

specified as conjunctions of subgoals using CDOL’s rule

query language. Actions are sequences of update rules that

perform object manipulations. CDOL also supports the

immediate, deferred, and decoupled coupling modes, as

well as relative rule priority.
An example of an active rule that is triggered by the

update_price operation is presented in Fig. 7. This rule

assigns the horse a new trainer if the horse’s sale price is

modified to a value greater than $250,000. The condition of

the rule, which has a deferred coupling mode, checks

whether the new specified price is above $250,000 and the

current salary of the trainer is less than $75,000. The action

of the rule, which is immediate, assigns the horse a new

trainer. The new value of the trainer is returned by calling

an external function get_trainer_over_75k. Note that the rule

is triggered after the execution of the event associated with
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Fig. 2. Example of a CDOL class.

Fig. 3. Example of a CDOL passive rule.

Fig. 4. Example of a CDOL virtual class.

Fig. 5. Example of a CDOL method.

Fig. 6. Example of a CDOL transaction.



the update_price operation as specified by the after qualifier
in the event specification part of the active rule.

The CDOL active rule execution model adopts a nested
transaction approach to processing active rules. The
execution of every active rule is encapsulated within a
transaction. Every condition and action of an active rule is
executed as a subtransaction within the active rule transac-
tion. This design allows for a more efficient recovery
scheme and for greater concurrency in active rule execution.
Our use of active rules and the nested transaction model
together with delta abstractions will be illustrated later in
this paper.

2.2 Object Deltas in CDOL

Object deltas are similar to the concept of deltas in the
relational model, capturing the incremental changes that are
made to the properties of an object. Object deltas in the
ADOOD environment are used for 1) condition monitoring
in the support of condition-action rules, and 2) runtime
testing and debugging of active rules. Condition monitoring
requires the detection of changes to objects that may cause
changes in the condition evaluation results for condition-
action rules [36]. The research described in this paper
specifically addresses the use of object deltas for the
support of testing and debugging tools of active rules. In
particular, object deltas are used to examine the incremental
state changes involved in the execution of a chain of active
rules. These incremental changes are examined through the
use of a rule debugging tool, allowing users to step through
the execution of a rule triggering sequence to observe rule
behavior. Object deltas can also be used for termination and
confluence analysis of active rules [8].

Fig. 8 presents a diagram that outlines the structure of
object deltas [35]. All classes in a CDOL schema are defined
as subclasses of CDOLObject. As shown in Fig. 8, CDOLObject
establishes a relationship to a DeltaObject. All objects in
CDOL therefore inherit the relationship to DeltaObject. The
inheritance of this relationship is the means through which
all objects create and manipulate deltas.

DeltaObject contains a list of DeltaProperty objects, where
each DeltaProperty represents a property of the object that
has been modified. The structure also captures links to
active rules that might be triggered by changes to object
properties. The subclasses of DeltaProperty are used to
define the type of each object property. Note that the
DeltaStruct and DeltaStructuredSet subclasses are related
back to DeltaProperty, creating a recursive data structure
definition to allow arbitrarily-deep embedding of types.

The DeltaValue abstract class and its subclasses cooperate
to save the actual values that were changed in the database
and to provide a link back to the transaction object
responsible for the change to the data. A DeltaValue class
has two subclasses depending on whether the captured

value is single-valued or set-valued. DeltaSimpleValue is an
abstract class for a group of subclasses, each of which
represents a primitive CDOL type that contains a copy of
the old value of the property. Objects of the DeltaSimple-
SetValue class capture the actual change made to a set-
valued property, indicating the specific values that are
added and removed during each update of a set-valued
property. DeltaSimpleSetValue maintains two sets of refer-
ences to DeltaSimpleValue objects, representing the members
added to and removed from the set for one modification.

A Transaction object contains a list of DataChange objects
that capture the changes made by a transaction instance.
DataChange objects are arranged in chronological order
reflecting their creation order. Each DataChange object
references a DeltaValue that captures the actual change
applied to the object.

The delta structure presents a design where typing
information has to be constructed once. If no attributes have
been modified, the my_properties list associated with the
DeltaObject object will be empty. In the simplest case of an
object where a single primitive type attribute has changed,
the my_properties list will contain one DeltaSimple object
representing the attribute that was modified. The DeltaSim-
ple object will contain a list with one DeltaSimpleValue object
with a primitive subclass to represent the old value. In a
more complicated situation where many attributes are
modified, sometimes by concurrent nonconflicting transac-
tions, the my_properties list of the generic DeltaObject is
capable of expanding to contain all possible modifications
to the object.

2.3 Behavioral Aspects of Object Deltas

An important extension to the original definition of the
structure of object deltas in [35] has been the specification
and implementation of the delta creation and deletion
process. The creation of deltas is an automatic internal
process. Every change affecting an application object is
recorded, rather than only recording net-effect changes. An
object creation followed by a modification of one of its
properties, for example, is recorded as two separate deltas.

Changes are encapsulated through system methods
that internally generate object deltas. As a result, every
update is routed through system methods so that the
creation of deltas is automatically triggered upon any
change to any database object state. Furthermore, every
CDOL object has two special attributes, creation_time and
deletion_time, that are inherited from the CDOLObject
class. These properties induce deltas that are generated
when an object is created or deleted. The deletion_time
delta, in particular, is used to identify objects that are
logically deleted. Objects are not purged from the system
so that they can be examined through the use of analysis
tools. Since the creation of deltas introduces overhead to
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normal database operations, the use of deltas can be
enabled or disabled, depending on user needs.

To examine the creation of object deltas, consider the
default methods associated with CDOL classes as a result of
compiling a schema. These default methods support object
creation and deletion, update operations on single-valued
and set-valued properties, and insert/delete operations on
set-valued properties. The system methods are also used to
encapsulate the code needed to generate the deltas that
record changes to object properties.

Fig. 9 presents a general specification for updating a
single-valued property. In Fig. 9, type_spec represents any of
the primitive types supported by CDOL, “property_name”
refers to the name of the property for which the delta object
is being created, property_name contains the value of the
property (i.e., the old value that will be replaced by
New_Value), and object_type refers to the class to which the
object containing the property belongs. The first update rule
in Fig. 9 generates the delta for the property. The right-hand
side of the update rule retrieves the delta object for the

instance of the object type whose property is being updated.

This value is found in the my_delta attribute of the
CDOLObject class in Fig. 8. The left-hand side of the update

rule then invokes the create_delta method on the delta object

to record the delta information. The second update rule
performs the actual update to the property.

The create_delta method is defined on the class
DeltaObject and is overloaded to create the deltas that

correspond to different properties with different types.

Fig. 10 presents C++-like pseudocode for the implementa-
tion of the create_ delta method for simple types. In the

algorithm of Fig. 10, type_spec is overloaded by all of the
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simple types supported by CDOL, including a type that
references a CDOLObject. This algorithm first determines
whether this is the first delta being created for the target
property. If this is the first delta value, the appropriate
data structures are created to hold delta values for the
property. Next, the algorithm creates the actual delta that
will capture the old value of the property. The type of
this object is dependent on the type of the property and
is fixed for every overloaded method. For example, a
property of float type will have a DeltaFloat object created
to capture its delta. Finally, the delta value is connected
to the transaction that is responsible for its creation.
Similar versions of the create_delta method exist for
creating the deltas associated with the insertion, deletion,
and modification of set-valued properties.

Fig. 11 presents the system-generated method to update
the single-valued salary attribute of the h_trainers class (i.e.,
a specific instantiation of the generic method shown in
Fig. 9). The h_trainers object is referenced by This and the
creation of the delta is delegated to the h_trainers object’s
associated deltaObject. Fig. 12 presents the insert and update
methods for the set-valued race_record relationship of the
horses class. Updating a set-valued property is more
complicated since it involves operations to overwrite an
entire set, to insert a new element into a set, and to insert a
new set into a set. Generic specifications for all methods
associated with set-valued properties can be found in [8].

Deltas are not affected by concurrent execution of
transactions within the system since the transaction that
holds a write lock on a particular property is the only
transaction that can generate deltas for that property. The
delta values for a particular transaction are always
organized in a sequence using DataChange objects as shown
in Fig. 8. As a result, deltas for a given property belonging
to different transactions do not interleave.

2.4 Object Delta Example

In this subsection, we present a CDOL example of capturing
object deltas. To name transactions and subtransactions

within this example, Tn designates a root transaction and
Tn:m designates the mth subtransaction of the root
transaction Tn. This naming convention can be extended
to any subtransaction nesting level.

Fig. 13 presents a transaction that changes the state

attribute of an h_trainers object, Trainer. Fig. 13 also presents

two active rules. The active rule trainer_salary_NY_rule is

triggered by an update to the state property of an h_trainers

object. The condition of the rule is satisfied if the state of the

trainer is “New York.” If the condition is satisfied, the

action will increase the trainer salary by 20 percent. The

trainer_relocate_rule is also triggered by an update to the

state attribute of an h_trainers object. The action of the

trainer_relocate_rule has two update rules. The first update

rule assigns new horses to the trainer, chosen from a pool of

horses without trainers returned by the get_horses_without_

trainer() function. The second update rule supplements the

trainer salary in proportion to the number of horses

assigned.

Assume that class h_trainers has one instance, Mickey_

Mouse, where Mickey_Mouse.state = “Arizona” and Mick-

ey_Mouse.salary = $100,000. Also assume that the transaction

change_state is invoked as: change_state(Mickey_Mouse, “New

York”). The transaction manager assigns a new root transac-

tion T1 which encapsulates the execution of change_state. The

update_state method is executed in the scope of a subtransac-

tion T1:1. System objects to maintain object deltas are created

to capture the old state value “Arizona.”
Fig. 14 presents a schematic representation of the delta

objects for the horse trainer object Mickey_Mouse created
during the execution of the transaction change_state. The top
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Fig. 10. The create_delta method for simple types.

Fig. 11. Example of a system-generated update method for a single-

valued property.

Fig. 12. System-generated update and insert methods for a set-valued

property.

Fig. 13. Horse racing example for illustrating the capture of object deltas.



part of the diagram presents the transactions that are being

processed along with the hierarchy of subtransactions that

encapsulate their executions. The lower part of the diagram

presents the object deltas created as a side effect of

transaction execution. The two sides are connected through

the DataChange objects as defined in Fig. 8 that relate

transaction instances to the object deltas they create. If we

assume a sequential execution of the subtransactions, then

the control flow is depicted in a depth-first manner through

the transaction tree of Fig. 14.
The trainer_salary_NY_rule and trainer_relocate_rule active

rules in Fig. 13 are triggered after the execution of the

update_state method in T1:1. Since the condition of each rule

is deferred, each rule is scheduled for execution at the end
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of the change_state transaction in T1. When T1:1 commits,
control returns to its parent transaction T1. At this point, the
active rule manager chooses one of the deferred rules for
execution. Assume trainer_salary_NY_rule is chosen and
executes in the scope of a new subtransaction T1:2. Since the
subcomponents of an active rule execute as nested transac-
tions, the condition of the active rule trainer_salary_NY_rule
is evaluated in the scope of a new subtransaction T1:2:1.

After T1:2:1 commits, control is relinquished back to the
active rule parent subtransaction T1:2. Since the condition
was satisfied, the active rule manager executes the action in
the scope of a new transaction T1:2:2. The action of the
trainer_salary_NY_rule increases the salary of Mickey Mouse
to $120,000, causing the creation of new deltas for the salary
propety in the scope of the subtransaction T1:2:2:1.

After the completion of the action of the trainer_salary
_NY_rule, control returns to the root transaction T1. The
active rule manager executes the remaining triggered rule
trainer_relocate_rule in the scope of a new subtransaction
T1:3. The trainer_relocate_rule is an EA rule with no
condition, so the action is executed as subtransaction
T1:3:1. The first update rule uses a function to assign a set
of new horses to the relocated trainer. The function
get_horses_without_trainer() is executed in the scope of a
new subtransaction T1:3:1:1, but since CDOL does not allow
external functions to have any side effects on the database,
get_horses_without_trainer() cannot create any new deltas.
Assume the function get_horses_without_trainer() returns a
set with two references to horse objects to assign to the
relocated trainer. The head of the first update rule invokes
the method insert_trains which executes in the scope of
subtransaction T1:3:1:2 and creates a set-valued delta for
the trains property with two references in the added set of
delta values. CDOL maintains inverse relationships so that
the trainer property of the two horse objects is also modified
by subtransaction T1:3:1:2, resulting in additional delta
objects. The second update rule increases the trainer salary
by executing the update_salary method in the scope of
subtransaction T1:3:1:3, creating an additional delta value
for the salary property which was modified previously by
subtransaction T1:2:2:1.

3 DELTA ABSTRACTIONS

A delta abstraction is an object that is associated with a
system component, such as an active rule, an update
method, or a transaction. An abstraction is delegated the
responsibility of providing a view of the object deltas that
have occurred within the scope of the language construct.
Delta abstractions therefore relieve other system compo-
nents from dealing with low-level primitives to gather
information about the execution behavior of an active
system. Abstractions also modularize the way deltas are
accessed by different language components and, thus, hide
the details associated with the internal implementation of
deltas and their organization. Delta abstractions allow
nonsystem components to get information about the
internal state of a system that would otherwise be
impossible to access.

The creation of delta abstractions is transparent to the
user and maintained by the system. The number and types

of abstractions is dependent on the database language and
the application utilizing the system. The different levels of
language granularity in the ADOOD environment include
the property level granularity, the update rule-level granularity,
the active rule-level granularity, the method-level granularity,
the transaction-level granularity, and the object-level granular-
ity. Detailed interface specifications for each granularity
level in CDOL can be found in [8]. The remainder of this
section summarizes the different types of abstractions
supported by CDOL, providing an overview of abstraction
services and clients together with examples of each
abstraction.

3.1 The Property Level Granularity (PRLG)

The purpose of the PRLG is to focus on the evolution of a
specific property, to dynamically inspect the values of a
property as it changes, and to identify the transactions that
caused the change. The PRLG is the most primitive
abstraction on top of which all other abstractions are
developed. Any service that is carried out using the other
higher-level abstractions can be achieved using the property
level abstraction. The PRLG is required for functionalities
that need access to the smallest unit of data change.

The PRLG is provided automatically by the delta
structure in Fig. 8. A PRLG delta abstraction object is
related to every DeltaProperty object to provide services to
analyze the DeltaValue objects. The interface to the PRLG
allows the user to specify the interval of execution time for
which the property is to be analyzed. If no interval is given,
all the deltas for a property will be chronologically traced as
they were created. A transaction hierarchy can be used to
indicate an execution interval.

Fig. 14 provides several examples of the PRLG. In
particular, the figure captures a change being made to the
property state of the object Mickey_Mouse of type h_trainers.
The transaction that modified this property is T1:1, where
the old value of the property is “Arizona” and the new value
is “New York.” Information about transactions that modify
the property and the property’s old and new values is
automatically provided to the interested party by the PRLG
abstraction associated with this property.

3.2 The Update Rule-Level Granularity (URLG)

The URLG inspects the state of a system in and around an
update operation, where an update operation can affect
multiple objects and/or properties. For most active rule
languages, update rules are the most primitive and cohesive
way of updating the database since they accomplish a
specific updating task. Consequently, update rules provide
a finer granularity than methods but a higher-level of
abstraction than the PRLG since update rules aggregate all
the object deltas generated by a specific update rule.

In Fig. 13, the update rule of the change_state transaction
invokes the update_state method on the Trainer object. The
object is passed as a parameter to the transaction. In general,
however, an object is bound by the condition part of the
rule. The bindings returned by the body of the rule identify
the objects to which the method in the head of the rule will
be applied. One particular service of the URLG is the
identification of these bindings and their states before and
after the rule execution.
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3.3 The Method-Level Granularity (MTLG)

An MTLG abstraction is similar to the transaction-level
granularity since the execution image of a method is a
transaction. A method, however, is a specific type of
transaction that represents the execution of operations
defined on objects. Since methods are the monitored events
for most active system execution models, having access to
states before and/or after method execution is helpful in
many aspects of rule analysis, especially in testing for
confluence.

An MTLG is associated with each CDOL method. An
MTLG aggregates deltas that are generated by the update
rules that form a specific method. An MTLG is also
associated with a hierarchy of nested transactions that
constitute the execution image of the method. This abstrac-
tion can provide information to help analyze method
execution, such as inspecting method source code and
checking the values of method parameters.

Fig. 15 illustrates the transaction hierarchy of the
change_state transaction from Fig. 13, indicating four
instances of the MTLG. MTLG1 describes all of the changes
that occur inside the method update_state. MTLG2 and
MTLG4 describe changes that occur within the two
different executions of the update_salary method, while
MTLG3 captures changes that occur within the execution of
the insert_trains method. In this particular example, each
method is encapsulated by a single transation. In general,
however, an MTLG is associated with a hierarchy of

transactions that constitute the exact image of the method

component since methods usually include several changes.

3.4 The Transaction-Level Granularity (TRLG)

The TRLG is the default level of abstraction for nonactive

applications. However, for systems that adopt complex

execution semantics where active rule subcomponents are

executed as nested transactions, transaction-level states are

also an appealing abstraction. For systems with flat

transaction models, the TRLG becomes a means to inspect

the state of a system prior to and after user transaction

execution. Since CDOL adopts a nested transaction model,

the TRLG provides a means to inspect the state of a system

at the boundary of every execution module. The TRLG

abstraction is similar to what is provided by the conven-

tional methods of using a log for recovery and analysis.
Fig. 15 depicts the TRLG1 transaction hierarchy asso-

ciated with the change_state transaction. The entire hierarchy

is captured as part of the abstraction presented by the root

of the hierarchy. By displaying the entire hierarchy, the

abstraction is providing an environment where information

may be provided about the execution of every part of the

transaction. The user may limit the scope to a particular

subtransaction in the hierarchy. For instance, the abstraction

may be focused to provide information about the sub-

transaction T1:2 instead of the global information occurring

in the scope of the entire transaction T1.
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3.5 The Object-Level Granularity (OBLG)

Often users need to analyze the evolution of a specific object
through certain execution paths. This analysis can be
achieved by abstracting deltas according to their objects.
The OBLG is provided automatically by the delta structure.
Objects can be present in a database for a long time and
span the execution of multiple transactions. Therefore,
transactions provide a natural time interval bound for the
OBLG. If no bound is specified, all object deltas defined for
the specified object are traced. The transaction hierarchy
will be used to indicate the execution interval and identify
all intermediate transactions.

The example presented in Fig. 14 introduced the
h_trainers object Mickey_Mouse. By using the OBLG, the
touched properties of the object (state, salary and trains) and
the transactions that have updated them (i.e., T1:1, T1:2:2:1,
T1:3:1:2, and T1:3:1:3), can be identified by a user. More-
over, the abstraction allows for the possibility to rewind the
state of the object to a previously intermediate state within
the current user transaction.

3.6 The Active Rule-Level Granularity (ARLG)

When analyzing the behavior of active rules, deltas need to
be managed at the rule-level rather than at the property
level since the desired information is the state of the
database at the active rule boundaries. For instance, to have
more insight on the execution of an active rule action, the
binding passed from the condition to the action needs to be
checked. When checking termination, a termination tool
may need to get a list of all events triggered by the active
rule and the bindings of their parameters. Such information
is provided by an ARLG.

Fig. 15 illustrates the transaction hierarchies that are
encapsulated by the ARLG as a side-effect of executing
the active rules identified as trainer_salary_NY_rule and
trainer_relocate_rule. During active rule analysis, the ARLG
provides insight into all of the changes that have
occurred during the execution of each rule. Moreover,
each abstraction provides the user with an interface to
undo the changes made as a side effect of the rule
execution. This capability is needed when two rules are
conflicting and the user needs to check the final state of
the database when either rule is chosen to execute first.

4 USING DELTA ABSTRACTIONS

This section illustrates the manner in which object deltas
and delta abstractions are used within the active rule
analysis and debugging tool implemented as part of this
research [8].

4.1 Active Rule Analysis and Debugging Tool

The ADOOD active rule analysis and debugging tool
provides a graphical user interface that allows users to
browse static rule definitions, view the results of static rule
analysis tools, observe the dynamic execution of active
rules, modify rule execution sequences, and compare the
results of different rule execution orders. The graphical user
interface was implemented using Tcl [28], Tk [29], and
Hush [16], while various graph structures for displaying
relationships between rules were implemented using the

graph visualization system daVinci [17]. The callbacks to

the tool and its interface to the active rule processor were

implemented using C++. Components of the underlying

database engine were implemented using the Shore

persistent object system [30].
The browsing capabilities of the environment allow a

user to examine a CDOL schema, including classes, rules,

and transactions. The browsing capability for rules is

equipped with several graphs that display the different

types of relationships among active rules (i.e., priority,

conflict, and triggering). Line patterns and colors are used

to distinguish among the different types of relationships. A

user may also modify these relationships prior to a dynamic

analysis session. The scope of these changes is limited to the

current user session. The tool keeps a log of all the changes

made to these graphs so that a user can review the changes

made to rule relationships.
A user can browse the analysis tool for results of static

confluence and termination analysis tools. The confluence

results are displayed in the form of convergence tables, that

identify combinations of rules that might be in conflict [23].

The termination results display triggering information

among active rules [23], [37].
Dynamic analysis is enabled when a user specifies a user

transaction to execute. A user can specify execution break-

points to step through execution. Breakpoints can be system-

wide breakpoints or per-rule breakpoints. Breakpoints may

also be specified within rule components (event, condition,

and action). The type of breakpoint will be displayed at each

step in the execution, where a user may inspect the static,

dynamic, or state information about the rule. A user may also

inspect the transaction hierarchy, where different database

entities are graphically represented by different shapes.

Similar to rules, a user may inspect static, dynamic, or state

information pertaining to these transactions.
During transaction execution, a user may inspect and

modify dynamic rule relationships. For example, a user

may change priority specifications as long as the direction

of the priority is allowed and does not induce deadlocks.

During step execution, the tool also informs a user about

rule conflicts and the rule designer may choose to alter rule

priorities to experiment with different execution orders.

Choosing different execution orders involves rollback of the

database state and replay of the execution of a conflicting

set of active rules. The rollback and replay capability is only

possible in an integrated environment, since control over

the transaction system is required. Object deltas are

essential for comparing execution runs since the database

cannot store multiple database states.
After the completion of a user transaction, the rule

designer may use postmortem analysis to inspect static or

dynamic information from the execution graph or the

transaction hierarchy. Postmortem analysis provides the

designer with information about the language components

and the state of the database they manipulate. Through the

use of object deltas and delta abstractions, the information

reflects the state of the database at the time a language

component was executed.
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4.2 A Postmortem Rule Analysis Example

Recalling the example presented in Section 2, execution of
the update_state method triggered two active rules,
trainer_salary_NY_rule and trainer_relocate_rule. Both rules
have coupling modes that are deferred with respect to the
update_state method; therefore, their execution is post-
poned until the completion of subtransaction T1:1. These
two active rules are said to form a conflict set [2] because
they are triggered by the same event. Active rules which
form a conflict set may result in nonconfluent behavior if
they modify the same objects and are scheduled by a
nondeterministic scheduling algorithm since the final
result in the database may depend upon the order of
execution.

We assume that a static analysis tool such as that in
[23] was applied to the application presented in Fig. 13,
and that the application programmer was informed of a
potential conflict problem. We also assume that the
programmer will test the results of executing the two
active rules by enforcing a scheduling order for execution.
Fig. 14 shows an execution run where the application
programmer has scheduled trainer_salary_NY_rule to exe-
cute before trainer_relocate_rule. We can conclude that
subtransaction T1:2:2:1 updated the salary attribute of the
Trainer object to a new value of $120,000, subtransaction
T1:3:1:2 inserted two horses into the trains relationship of
the Trainer object and updated the inverse relationship
trainer property for the two Horse objects, and subtransac-
tion T1:3:1:3 modified the salary attribute of the Trainer
object to a new value of $126,000.

Fig. 16 shows the transaction hierarchy of an execution
run where the application programmer reversed the
execution order of the two active rules in the conflict set.
From Fig. 16 and the definition of the rule shown in Fig. 13,
we can conclude that transaction T2:2:1:2 inserted new
horses into the trains property of the Trainer object and
updated the inverse relationship trainer property of the two
Horse objects, subtransaction T2:2:1:3 updated the salary
attribute of the same Trainer object to a new value of
$106,000, but then the subtransaction T2:3:2:1 of the

trainer_salary_NY_rule updated the salary attribute of the
Trainer object to $127,200. The execution paths of Fig. 14 and
Fig. 16 therefore result in two different database states. The
management services for database states that are provided
by delta abstractions can be used to assist in discovering the
nonconfluent behavior.

Delta abstractions are created when the execution image
of a language construct is instantiated. To examine the
execution images T1 and T2 of the update_state transaction,
the application programmer first uses the associated TRLG
of each transaction to discover the nested transaction
hierarchy for each user transaction. A TRLG for a transac-
tion object can return information about its subtransactions
and events that occurred during processing. The application
programmer can then use the TRLG associated with each
subtransaction to discover if an active rule was executed in
the scope of the subtransaction. Knowing the order of
execution of the subtransactions will therefore determine
the order of rule execution.

Fig. 17 visualizes the role of delta abstractions for the
transaction execution in Fig. 14. There are three planes in the
figure representing the system structures instantiated during
transaction execution: the transaction hierarchy, the active
rule execution hierarchy, and low-level delta objects. The
transaction hierarchy in the leftmost vertical plane corre-
sponds to the hierarchy of Fig. 14. The active rule execution
hierarchy in the rightmost plane represents the two active
rules (identified by A) and the three update rules (identified
by U). The horizontal plane contains the application objects
and associated delta objects created by the transaction
hierarchy. The delta abstractions are instantiated with
language components during execution and provide views
into the database states. For example, the TRLG shown in
Fig. 17 is associated with transaction T1:3 and provides a
visual spotlight for the delta values of the Mickey_Mouse
horse trainer object and two horse objects changed during the
trainer_relocate_rule active rule execution. Although not
shown in Fig. 17, all the other transactions in the hierarchy
would have a similar TRLG spotlighting the delta values
caused by the transaction.
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Once the execution image of a rule object is obtained

from a TRLG, the application programmer can use the

ARLG to discover the set of objects modified during the

execution of an active rule. If the same property of the same

objects are modified by two active rules in the conflict set,

then the final database state may depend upon the order of

execution. The discovered set of objects modified by both

active rules is used to make conclusions about the

equivalence of the different execution schedules of the

rules in conflict. Fig. 17 shows the ARLG associated with

the trainer_salary_NY_rule spotlighting the delta value for

the salary property of the Mickey_Mouse h_trainers object.

Although not shown, a similar ARLG would exist for the

trainer_relocate_rule active rule.
The application programmer next examines each object

modified by both rules using object-level granularity delta

abstractions. The h_trainers object Mickey_Mouse was mod-

ified in both active rules. The OBLG in Fig. 17 associated

with the Mickey_Mouse object is used by the application

programmer to determine the set of properties modified

during the course of execution for each active rule. The

delta values of the TRLG for transaction T1:3 are the delta

values of the trainer_relocate_rule since T1:3 was the

subtransaction corresponding to that active rule in the

execution hierarchy. The overlap between active rules is

displayed in Fig. 17 by the overlap between the TRLG and

ARLG spotlights on the salary attribute.
Fig. 18 illustrates the scope of URLG granularities and

PRLG granularities for the example. After determining that

the salary attribute is modified by both active rules, the

application programmer uses the PRLG for the salary

attribute to retrieve and compare the last value of the salary

attribute for each execution run according to the active rule

that executed last in the conflict set. Figs. 17 and 18 show

the transaction hierarchy corresponding to the execution

run illustrated by Fig. 14, but a similar diagram with delta
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abstractions could be drawn for the execution run illu-
strated by Fig. 16. The property value for the salary attribute
differs at the end of the two execution runs, indicating
nonconfluent rule behavior. The application programmer
must make adjustments to the rule order, enforcing an
order between the two active rules, changing coupling
modes, or changing triggering events.

In Fig. 17, the trainer_relocate_rule is an active rule that
contains two update rules. The first update rule assigns
horses to the trainer after the trainer moves to a new state.
The second update rule adjusts the trainer’s salary by
paying an additional commission amount for each horse
trained. The value for the salary attribute therefore depends
upon the number of horses assigned by the first update
rule. Since the trainer_relocate_rule active rule consists of two
update rules, the application programmer must use the
URLG as shown in Fig. 18 to examine the objects modified
by each update rule. Fig. 18 illustrates the URLG for the
second update rule, which identifies the modification to the
salary attribute of the Mickey_Mouse object. The URLG delta
abstractions correspond to subtransactions T1:2:2:1 and
T1:3:1:3 which are the update_salary method invocations in
the two active rules. The URLG for the first update rule (not
illustrated in Fig. 18) identifies the number of horse objects
inserted in the trains relationship of the Mickey_Mouse
object.

The scenario presented above is not unique as several
services may be provided by different abstractions. For
example, instead of using the PRLG to make conclusions
about conflicts, we could have used the OBLG to compare
the state of the entire object at different execution points.
The TRLG for the transaction of a rule will also provide a
view of the same delta values as the ARLG or URLG for the
rule. The delta abstractions are designed to provide support
for debugging and analysis tools. The approach to examin-
ing delta values may vary depending upon the features of
the rule analysis tool.

4.3 Interactive Rule Analysis

Consider again the change_state user transaction in Fig. 14.
Instead of performing postmortem analysis on the active
rule execution, the user can apply the interactive rule
analysis feature of the environment to modify the dynamic
characteristics of the execution and dynamically influence
the direction of the execution.

Recall that when the update_state event is raised, two
deferred rules trainer_relocate_rule and trainer_salary_NY_rule
are triggered. Since they are deferred rules, the tool will notify
the user that the rules are in conflict at the start of the next
cycle. In this session, the user decides to dynamically alter the
priority relationship between the two rules and to specify that
rule trainer_relocate_rule is to execute prior to rule trainer_sa-
lary_NY_rule. At this point, the user has introduced an
assertion point. An assertion point is an execution milestone
that the user can use for database state rollback and rule
execution replay activities. An assertion point has a lifetime
that spans from the time the user modifies priorities when
confronted with conflicting rules until the end of all
transactions that wrap all rules in the conflict set. At this
point, the user is asked whether to proceed, to rollback
execution to the beginning of the assertion point, or to
compare the current database state to the state of the database
at the end of previous runs of the same conflicting rules. If the

user decides to rollback, then the delta abstractions are used
to rewind the execution to the state where the initial conflict
occurred. If the user chooses to proceed, then the assertion
point expires and the user cannot backtrack to it. If the user
decides to compare states, then a list that enumerates the
previous runs is displayed and the user can choose which
execution runs to use for the comparison. From the list, the
user may also inspect the transaction hierarchy of the run and
check the state of the database within that specific hierarchy.
Assertion points can be nested and are only generated if
breakpoints are specified.

Delta abstractions are used extensively during the
comparison of two different executions to check for
equivalent execution runs. For two runs to be equivalent,
objects touched by one run and not the other should have
the same state prior to and after the run. Objects touched by
both runs should have equivalent states at the end of each
run. Abstractions are therefore used to examine the set of
objects that are accessed by each transaction or to get the list
of properties that are modified in the scope of a transaction.
The complete algorithm for using object deltas to compare
different execution runs can be found in [8].

5 RELATED WORK

In [10], Chimera extends each class in a schema with a LOG
structure to hold previous values with timestamp informa-
tion, storing the entire image of the object that corresponds
to its state at the beginning of the user transaction.
Similarly, H2O [15] has proposed the use of an attribute
granularity delta for capturing changes to a single attribute
value, and a structured-attribute-granularity delta in which
the form of delta is based on the structure of the types in the
classes in an OODB. The H2O deltas are not as general as
our DeltaObject design, but are system generated at compile-
time according to the typing information in the application
class schema.

The research in [18] developed a system to capture
changes in the Chimera environment, introducing the
concept of delta classes as a structure to represent the
results of explicit and induced changes on the database.
Delta classes in Chimera are not generic structures since
they are generated for each application class to record object
creation or deletion and each class/attribute permutation to
record attribute modification. As indicated in [18], this is
not an optimal approach, causing difficulty for the devel-
opment of generalized algorithms for reacting to change.

The delta design described in this paper differs from the
efforts cited above since the structure of a DeltaObject object
is generic and not related to the structure of application
classes at compile-time. The DeltaObject design is similar to
a CORBA Any type [27] because the structure carries typing
information as well as values, and can therefore expand or
collapse to represent arbitrary structures. The generic
design of DeltaObjects is critical to the concept of delta
abstractions. The underlying data structures must be
generic in order to create higher-level operations such as
the delta abstractions presented in this paper. Whereas the
work with Chimera [18] identified the need for generic
classes as an area for future work, our work has already
demonstrated the generality and flexibility that can be
provided by the use of a generic object delta structure.
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Another important feature of DeltaObjects is the relation-
ship maintained between the delta values and the transac-
tion that induced the change, allowing deltas for different
user transactions and nested subtransactions to be captured
in the system simultaneously. This relationship allows the
association of delta values with language components
represented by subtransactions. Changes to the database
can be traced either through the objects on which the
changes were applied or the language components such as
transactions, rules, or methods that produced the changes.
By comparison, in the system described in [18], deltas have
to be explicitly removed prior to every new user transac-
tion. In the H2O system, deltas are organized by grouping
copies of modified objects chronologically by transaction,
but it is not clear whether there is a mechanism to discover
all the transactions which have modified one object by
starting from a specific database object.

Change management has also been studied by the
Stanford group [12] in the context of semistructured data
for the Delta Object Exchange Model (DOEM) project. The
DOEM technique associates delta values with an object, but
the design replaces the object with a new object that
captures the changes as annotations on the object. The work
in [12] proposes the concept of virtual annotations to return
implicit information from the DOEM objects such as the
value of an attribute at a particular time, information
derived by comparing timestamps on successive annota-
tions. The proposed virtual annotation concept suggests the
need for information derived from delta values.

Another related area of work is the area of debugging
and instrumentation of programs in software engineering
[20], [33], [26]. Most of these tools are postmortem tools
where the source code, static analysis tools, and test
execution trace information are combined to analyze code
coverage and report coverage analysis statistics. The work
in [20] defines metric and resource abstractions. These
abstractions are translated into primitives and predicates
that constitute the code to be inserted into a program. Our
work on abstractions is different in that it provides an
application programming interface that can be used to
query the system about the state and dynamic behavior of a
database. Furthermore, delta abstractions are unobtrusive,
requiring no modification of the application code.

6 SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper has presented the concept of delta abstractions.
Delta abstractions are objects associated with execution-
time images of language components, providing semantic
extensions to support the needs of active database system
analysis and debugging tools. The management of deltas is
a task of the delta abstraction associated with the language
component the user is targeting for analysis. The methods
of the delta abstraction objects capture execution-time
context information about the language constructs modify-
ing the database. This dynamic information, such as
bindings for variables during the execution of an active
rule, is useful to interpret the circumstances that lead to
changes in the database state.

In addition to our use of delta abstractions in a runtime rule
debugging tool, delta abstractions can also be used for
database recovery, replication, concurrency control, or object
versioning services. Another interesting area of future

research includes the investigation of delta abstractions for
providing application-level granularities, enabling applica-
tion programmers to use the services of the TRLG or ARLG
abstractions to define higher-level abstractions to deduce
information about database updates at a semantic level. Our
own current work is using active rules in a distributed
environment to support the integration of black-box compo-
nents [40]. Extending object deltas and delta abstractions to
support rule execution in a distributed environment is also a
promising area for future research.
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